Game of Thrones
Read a Likes

- Legacy of King (Blood of Gods and Royals Series) by Eleanor Hermon
- An Ember in the Ashes Series by Sabaa Tahir
- Falling Kingdoms Series by Morgan Rhodes
- Throne of Glass Series by Sarah J. Maas (2015 Teens' Top Ten)
- Kiss of Deception (Remnant Chronicles) by Mary E. Pearson (2015 Teens' Top Ten)
- Queen of the Tearling Series by Erika Johansen
- His Fair Assassin Series by Robin LaFavers
- Impostor Queen Series by Sarah Fine
- Truthwitch (Witchlands Series) by Susan Dennard
- Seraphina Series by Rachel Hartman (2013 Best Fiction for Young Adults)
- The Novice (Summoner Series) by Taran Mathieu
- The Mark of the Thief Series by Jennifer Neilsen
- Midnight Thief Series by Livia Blackburne
- A Court of Thorns and Roses Series by Sarah J. Maas
- Winner's Curse (Winner's Circle) by Marie Rutkoski
- The Red Queen Series by Victoria Aveyard (2016 Quick Picks for Reluctant Readers)
- Snow Like Ashes Series by Sara Raasch
- Assassin's Heart by Sarah Ahiers
- The Witch Hunter Series by Virginia Boecker
- Graceling (Graceling Realm) by Kristin Cashmore (2009 Morris Award Honor Book) (2009 Teen' Top Ten)
- The Orphan Queen Series by Jodi Meadows
- A Darker Shade of Magic by VE Schwab